
 

Carpets abu dhabi is specialized to provide all forms of flooring answers, carpet abu dhabi, carpet fee in 

abu dhabi, carpet supplier abu dhabi, carpet vendors in abu dhabi, carpets abu dhabi, carpets in abu 

dhabi, carpets in abu dhabi. We serve all sorts of merchandise readymade further to customized as in 

line with the desires of the clients. At carpet abu dhabi .Com we offers within the first rate top notch, 

price for coins products which try to satisfy your necessities and furthermore permits to enhance the 

look of your house like home place of work or any other. We serve our clients across UAE in Dubai, Abu 

dhabi, Sharjah,Al Ain, Ajman,Al Fujairah and Umm al Quwain”. We also supply and install high quality 

materials in Bahrain , Kuwait , Oman , Qatar , Saudi Arabi 

(KSA), Manama, Kuwait City, Muscat, Doha, Riyadh etc 

and along the whole gulf and GCC countries. We've were 

given a totally exhaustive sort of merchandise, carpet 

stores abu dhabi, brilliant carpet stores, fine carpet 

shops in abu dhabi, super location to buy carpet, carpet 

sale, carpet shops in abu dhabi, carpet stores in sharjah for each interior and exteriors which consist of a 

huge range of picks in carpets, curtains, rugs, floors, doormats, synthetic grass, blinds and such a 

number of to be had in precise patterns, colorations and styles. 

Office Carpet Tiles 
Office carpet tiles are the most popular carpets and it has the most demand among our clients. These 

carpets are well designed for offices. Carpets Dubai has the best quality and the best design and finished 

carpets. If you are looking for best carpets tiles in Dubai then Carpets Dubai.ae is the place to search for. 

We have wide variety of carpets tiles which will make your office look more stunning and best place to 

work. Carpets Dubai wide outsized range of carpets with different categories including Office carpets, 

Wall to wall carpets, mosque carpets, exhibition carpets, grass carpets, Carpet Tiles Sharjah, Carpet Tile 

Companies and many more, besides these we also have welcome carpets, sisal carpets, genuine animal 

skin carpets, Persian carpets, to provide beautiful and stunning look to the interior. You can choose 

different carpets form our wide variety range products which also include Axminster carpets, outdoor 

carpets, vinyl carpets, stairs carpets and hand tufted carpets. We also provide with anti-fire/ fire coated 

carpets. These carpets are so eye catching that they will just lift up the environment of your office and 

will make it a better and peaceful place to work. Carpet Dubai provides the customer with door step 

service to claim that call now at 056-600-9626. Our expertise will present you with the sample as well as 

consulting you on which will suit the best to the interior without any charges. You can also mail us at 

sales@carpetsdubai.com in case you have a customized requirement and request for free quote. If you 

are looking to enhance the look of your office, home, hotels etc. and want to improve your living 

experience carpets Dubai is the place to look out for. 

 



Hand Tufted Carpets 
High-quality high exceptional hand tufted carpets in Abu Dhabi acroos uae 

Hand tufted carpets in Abu Dhabi 

1. Carpets are taken into consideration as the crucial accessory to endow your private home to 

make it welcoming and warmth. 

2. We use the high-quality best new zealand wool to make our hand tufted carpets. The fabrication 

obligations of hand tufted carpets are finished by using the use of utilising tufting gun which has 

needles established on its the front facet. 

3. The producing way is finished via the usage of palms and gadget a good way to carry modern-

day and ingenious appearance to the ground pieces. We provide you big designs of hand tufted 

carpets with diverse size and materials. 

4. We provide sizable variety of hand tufted carpets with elegant patterns, unique designs and 

clean finishing. 

5. The hand tufted carpets are artificial with wool and cotton backing as a end end result you’ll get 

remarkable and immoderate sturdiness carpets for adorning your property. 

Hand tufted carpets in Abu Dhabi 

 We care approximately the safety of the customers as well so all of the carpets and rugs bought 

at carpet abudhabi include an anti-fireplace coating. 

 We provide great range of hand tufted & handmade carpets Abu Dhabi with stylish styles, 

particular designs and smooth completing. Browse thru our products some of them are inn 

carpet, wool rugs, wool carpet, business rugs and extra. 

 Name now 056-600-9626. At carpets Abu Dhabi, you are tremendous to locate expert and 

reliable hand tufted carpets with various designs and attractive color mixtures beyond your 

desires. 

 Our carpets are extraordinarily appreciated by our clients because of its prolonged lifestyles and 

excellent exceptional. We also assure properly timed delivery and protection of our 

merchandise. 

Carpets abu dhabi is one of the terrific carpet carriers in abu dhabi and carpet shops in abu dhabi, buy 

carpets in abu dhabi, carpet suppliers in abu dhabi, carpet shop abu dhabi, carpet stores in abu dhabi , 

because it substances and makes carpet set up for almost all types of abu dhabi carpets like domestic 

carpets and place of business carpets starting from wall to wall carpets,mosque carpets,persian carpet, 

handmade carpet,exhibition carpet event carpet,customized sisal carpets,place of work carpet tiles in 

abu dhabi,further to custom sisal rugs,domestic carpets,stairs carpets and hundreds of various types of 

floors like parquet flooring,laminate floors,wooden floors,vinyl floors,percent flooring and synthetic 

grass floors in abu dhabi ,abu dhabi and accross uae. 
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